
Librarian Portal and Automated 
Holdings Toolset from Pubget
Maintain accurate and up to date holdings

Pubget's automated holdings service for WorldCat knowledge base is a holdings 
management solution that saves libraries time and resources. By leveraging this tool, your 
library will be able to keep its holdings data current and accurate in Pubget and WorldCat 
knowledge base, improving your quality of service and your patrons' research experience.

The core of this service is Pubget's ability to regularly generate a master holdings list for 
you using the same reports and information available to your library staff. 

Set up your library with the automated holdings service. This 
will give you access to the Pubget Librarian Portal, an interface 
for managing your holdings in WorldCat knowledge base. OCLC 
WorldCat subscribers can request setup on OCLC's website at: 
https://www.oclc.org/forms/wckb-request.en.html.

1. 

Provide your platform details. Select the publisher or 
aggregator you have holdings through and follow the setup 
instructions. This usually involves providing only your admin 
username and password.

2. 

Pubget currently collects titles that conform to the following criteria:
• have an ISSN (electronic or print)
• confer full text access
• are not open access

This means Pubget will not report e-book data (ISBNs) or titles from 
abstract databases.

Pubget gathers your holdings data. Based on the details you've 
provided in step 2, Pubget will go out to platform websites on your 
behalf and collect your holdings information available there. This 
usually takes just a few hours. For most platforms, this data comes 
from title lists. For platforms that don't offer title lists on their 
sites, Pubget will use an alternative method for gathering data, 
such as searching across journal pages for indicators of access. 

3.
 

Here's how it works:

OCLC:

800-848-5800support@oclc.com

Pubget: 

800-584-1899support@pubget.com

http://www.oclc.org/forms/wckb-request.en.html


Pubget processes your holdings data. For instance, Oxford 
Journals lists holdings by volume. Since Pubget reports access 
by date range, Pubget will look up the date of the earliest 
volume and the date of the latest volume and then collapse 
contiguous ranges into one entry. This sort of processing is 
built into the Pubget process to establish a standard format for 
your holdings data, expediting population of your WorldCat 
knowledge base.

4. 

Using the above methods, Pubget is able to obtain the following details:
• Journal title
• ISSN
• Platform
• Access start date
• Access end date
• Embargo
• Collection(s) subscribed through

Pubget sends the final report to OCLC. OCLC will then select 
the corresponding collections and/or titles in your knowledge 
base. This can take up to a few days.

5.
 

The process continues. Pubget will regularly check your 
platforms for any changes in your holdings -- usually every 30 
days for each platform -- and report any changes. Titles you 
no longer subscribe to will be deselected from your WorldCat 
knowledge base. If you unsubscribe from an entire 
collection, however, you will have to deselect that collection 
from your knowledge base. The process is designed to 
protect your data at the collection level.

6.
 

Ready to get started? 

Go to https://www.oclc.org/forms/wckb-request.en.html to sign up. 

OCLC:

800-848-5800support@oclc.com

Pubget: 

800-584-1899support@pubget.com
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